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Beckum, Germany –

BEUMER Group has extended its presence in South America with the integration
of the former FAM operations in Brazil, Peru and Chile. The move follows the
acquisition of FAM Minerals & Mining GmbH in 2022. Now known as BEUMER
Group South America, the former FAM operations have become an integral part of
the BEUMER family and will offer customers access to the full range of BEUMER
automated material handling solutions and services. This milestone demonstrates
BEUMER Group’s long-term commitment to customers throughout South America
and represents a significant investment into the region.
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Paulo Costa, CEO of BEUMER South America (Pictures: ©BEUMER Group
GmbH & Co KG)

Continuity of service is assured as Paulo Costa, former head of FAM operations in
the region, has been appointed as the new CEO of BEUMER South America. Paulo
says: “FAM had a strong reputation within the mining and minerals industry in
Brazil, Peru, Chile and beyond, which gives us a strong foundation to build upon.
As part of BEUMER Group, we will continue to support our customers in mining
and minerals, while also expanding our reach to offer high quality handling
solutions for airports, ports and terminals, warehousing and logistics to customers
throughout South America.”

BEUMER Group locations in South America

BEUMER Group offers global expertise through local presence and puts the
customer at the heart of its business. By combining the skills and expertise
inherent in the FAM and BEUMER brands, the teams based in Brazil, Peru and
Chile will support customers throughout South America to deploy handling
solutions that improve efficiency and drive down operational costs. The
strategically located offices further enable BEUMER Group to respond quickly and
efficiently to support customers in the region, delivering outstanding solutions at
every stage of the project life cycle to meet the necessary standards and
certifications.
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